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Cover- Overpower, Shiray and Boosa hide behind a yellow bus in fear as a giant 
dinosaur roars above them. The setting is ancient African ruins and the sky is black with 
no stars.

Alt Cover- In profile on a dark background Shira puts her hands against Overpower's 
back. Electricity travels between them and his fists are on fire. They are both shouting 
from the strain.

Main characters
Overpower(Remi Ojoku): 15,  Troublemaker from Ikeja. He is obsessed with being a 
superhero and even wears a cap with his brand on it. Powers: Touching anyone with 
powers for 3 seconds allows him to temporarily steal their power and magnify it many 
times. Skill level: 1/10

Shiray: 17, Shiray was raised as a warrior by the Storm Kingdom. She is well educated, 
short-tempered and strategically minded. Powers: Immunity to flame, fire control and 
fireball generation. Skill Level: 8/10

Boosa Gonga: 14, Prince of Storms. Boosa never met his father but has been raised to 
be king when he comes of age. Very sheltered and spoiled but he has a good heart. 
Powers: Bubble Creation, Bubble Float and Bubble Shield. Skill Level: 4/?

Introduction

In a world where powers are illegal a 15-year-old troublemaker, Remi Ojoka, tries to 
help a girl in need and he finds he has superpowers  (accidentally blowing up his school 
in the process).  On the run from the authorities, he is taken into hiding by a rebel 
faction called the Storm Kingdom. There he trains to use his gifts. He calls himself 
Overpower.

When Remi pushes the wrong button on a bus belonging to his trainer, the mysterious 
Dyve, he and his two companions fall through a portal and vanish.



PAGE 1:  Five Panels

Panel one:
Wide panel: A giant horned beast with glassy black eyes sits on a throne of skulls 
surrounded by a swirling cloud of red mist. In one hand is a gourd and in the 
other he holds a coin.

CAPTION:
IKU, God of Death. Force of nature. The 
undefeated. Debt Keeper. From his throne he 
sees all and all tremble before his might.

Panel two:
Small Panel: The flash of a PORTAL reflects off Iku’s black eye as he turns 
towards it.

SFX:
AAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Panel three:
Small Panel: A yellow bus flies from the portal completely out of control and 
smashes Iku across the face. Teeth fly out of his mouth down to panel four.

SFX:
THUNK!

Panel four:
Small Panel: The yellow bus continues to fall through another portal that has 
appeared.

OVERPOWER:
Sorry, O!

Panel five:
Small Panel: Iku kneels clutching his jaw in pain. Behind him the bus is already 
gone.

IKU:
@#$#%$^^&!

PAGE 2:  Two Panels

Panel one:
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Wide panel:  Close up front of bus. Through the windshield  we see all three kids 
Overpower, Shiray, and Boosa screaming as the Bus falls.

Panel two:
Large panel:  The bus centered across four different dimensions cut in vertical 
segments down the page: A sky of winged elephants. Giant snakes lie on piles of 
money. A black samurai stands on a snowy mountain. A world of eyes floating in 
darkness.

SHIRAY:
Remi. You need to turn back to our own 
dimension. Now!

OVERPOWER:
I’m trying and my name is Overpower.

SHIRAY:
I am NOT calling you that.

BOOSA:
Guys!!

OVERPOWER:
Why not SHIRAY?

BOOSA:
Guys!!

SHIRAY:
That’s my real name. I am not some superhero 
wannabe.

OVERPOWER:
Wannabe?!

BOOSA:
Guys!!

OVERPOWER AND SHIRAY:
WHAT?!!!!!

PAGE 3:  Six Panels

Panel one:
Small Panel: Boosa is sitting in the back seat, holding up a plastic bag.
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BOOSA:
I found a plantain chips back here.

SHIRAY: (OF)
That is very nice your highness.

Panel two:
Small Panel: Overpower pulls hard at the wheel and shouts at Shira. 

OVERPOWER:
Oh! You can call him your highness.

Panel three:
Small Panel:  Shiray looks annoyed. Boosa stupidly grins as he floats the chips 
up to his face with his bubble powers. 

SHIRAY:
That’s because he is the son of the King of 
Storms and you are the idiot from Ikorodu
that got us into this mess!

Panel four:
Small Panel:  A furious Shira gets into Overpower’s face . Her burning fist is 
raised between them. He is shocked and a little scared. 

SHIRAY:
Show me what you pushed or I swear I will 
cook that hat and make you eat it.

Panel five:
Small Panel:  Overpower points to a big glowing panel on the dashboard.

Panel six:
Small Panel: She gets in the other seat and takes over. Overpower crosses his  
arms and sulks.

SHIRAY:
Hold on!

PAGE 4:  Six Panels

Panel one:
Small Panel: (Long shot) The bus comes through a portal over Murtala 
Muhammed Airport and falls out of the sky. Nigerian flags fly across the rooftops.
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Panel two:
Small Panel: Extreme close up Shiray’s mouth.

SHIRAY:
We’re here. Hit the break!

Panel three:
Wide Panel: They both reach for the button at the same time. They’re hands 
almost touch. A bright spark travels between them.

Panel four:
Wide Panel: They both withdraw their hands immediately looking nervous. Boosa 
waddles up to the console.

BOOSA:
You guys don’t want to touch each other. That 
would be baaaaad.

Panel five:
Wide Panel: His slaps his hand on the stop button.

Panel six:
Wide Panel: Birds eye view of the bus plummeting to the tarmac between a 
waiting plane and the terminal.

BOOSA:
Why we no stop now?

PAGE 5:  Six Panels

Panel one:
Small Panel: An old woman pulls a big case along the tarmac towards the stairs 
to her plane. The ticketing android waves goodbye as she rushes.

ANDROID:
Enjoy your flight, Madame.

Panel two:
Small Panel: A portal opens where the old woman is walking and the bus grazes 
her as it falls through.

Panel three:
Small Panel: The old woman’s dress is caught and she is pulled into the portal.
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SFX:
YOINK!!!

Panel four:
Small Panel: The portal closes. The Android scratches his head.

ANDROID:
?!

PAGE 6:  Six Panels

Panel One:
Small Panel: The bus pops out a portal and rolls to a halt on a dirt square. 

SFX:
CRUNCH!

OVERPOWER:
We just stopped? Why did we stop?

Panel Two:
Small Panel: Shiray stares at the instrument panel.

SHIRAY:
I used the last of the fuel to try to get us home. 
It says it’s stopped because there is a fuel 
source nearby.

Panel Three:
Small Panel: Boosa and Overpower stare out the windows.

OVERPOWER:
So were are stuck here? What is this place?

BOOSA:
It looks really old. Where is everybody?

Panel Four:
Large Panel: The maze of high crumbling mud walls looks African in origin and 
seems to extend out forever. It may have been an ancient city once but looks 
long abandoned. It is daylight but the sky is full black with no stars.
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PAGE 7:  Six Panels

Panel One:
Long Panel: The trio are out in the square. Shiray carries a small device. 
Overpower wanders around the bus. 

SHIRAY:
This thing says there is a fuel source in that 
direction.

Panel Two:
Small Panel: Boosa and Shiray turn to look for Overpower. Shiray looks 
annoyed.

OVERPOWER:
Hey! There’s lady’s underwear on the back of 
the bus and there is a lady in it.

Panel Three:
Small Panel: The old woman hangs from the back of the bus with her dress well 
above her head with her large underwear on full display. Overpower is trying to 
help her down but she is striking him with her purse

OLD WOMAN:
What are you doing? What is this place?

OVERPOWER:
Stop hitting me. I’m trying to help you.

Panel Four:
Small Panel: The dress tears and the both fall over out of frame. Boosa and even 
Shiray look on amused.

SFX:
Rriiippp

BOOSA:
Where did she come from?

Panel Five:
Small Panel: Overpower’s head pops up into frame.

OVERPOWER:
What’s that noise?
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SFX:
Boom BOOM BOOM!

Panel Six:
Small Panel: Everyone looks up with wide eyes.

PAGE 8:  Three Panels

Panel One:
Large Panel: An enormous dinosaur crashes through a wall into the square. It’s 
eyes are white and soulless.

SFX:
ROOOOOAAAAARRRRRR!

SHIRAY:
Everyone hide.

Panel Two:
Small Panel: They all duck behind the bus, the dinosaur stomps towards them.

Panel Three:
Small Panel: The case the old woman was carrying lies in the dirt of the square. 
The old woman sees it.

OLD WOMAN:
My bag!

PAGE 9:  Six Panels

Panel One:
Small Panel: She dashes out from behind the bus towards her bag.

Panel Two:
Small Panel: The kids behind the bus all look shocked.

SHIRAY:
What is she doing?!

OVERPOWER:
How am I supposed to know?

Panel Three:
Small Panel: The old woman reaches her bag but trips.
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Panel Four:
Small Panel: The old woman falls and her wig falls off revealing she is in fact an 
older man in disguise. The bag spills the dollar bills on the ground.

Panel Five:
Small Panel: Overpower steps out and points at the man accusingly.

OVERPOWER:
She’s not a lady!

Panel Six:
Small Panel: Overpower looks up as the shadow of the dinosaur falls over him 
and he realizes his error in judgment.

PAGE 10:  Six Panels

Panel One:
Small Panel: Shiray steps in front of Overpower and points her fists at the 
dinosaur.

SHIRAY:
Get down!

Panel two:
Small Panel: Her fire attack glows bright.

Panel Three:
Small Panel: Her fire attack fizzles out to nothing.

SHIRAY:
Something is wrong with the air here. I can not 
burn hot enough.

Panel Four:
Small Panel: She turns to Overpower as the teeth of the dinosaur seem to fill the 
background.

SHIRAY:
Overpower, I need you!

OVERPOWER:
After last time you said it was too dangerous. 
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SHIRAY:
Right now we need dangerous. Ready? 
Concentrate!

Panel Five:
Small Panel: Shiray puts her hand on Overpower’s back and an energy flows 
from her into him.

Panel Six:
Small Panel: His eyes and the symbol on his cap start to glow and fire flows up to 
his fist.

OVERPOWER:
1, 2, 3, GO!

PAGE 11:  Six Panels

Panel One:
Wide Panel: A wave of flame spills out across the panel engulfing the dinosaur 
completely.

Panel Two:
Tall Panel: Overpower drops to his knees. They all look small against the giant 
wall of smoke.

OVERPOWER:
Phew. I’m done.

SENATOR:
Is it....Is it gone?

Panel Three:
Tall Panel: The dinosaur rushes out of the smoke angrier than ever. They run 
into a nearby passage.

SFX:
ROOOOAAAAAAR!!

OVERPOWER:
RUN!

Panel Four:
Wide Thin Panel: They dive through the passage and Overpower barely makes it 
as the rubble collapses behind them sealing it off.
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PAGE 12:  Four Panels

Panel One:
Small Panel: Overpower brushes himself off. Shiray and the others stare further 
into the new room in shock.

OVERPOWER:
Phew! That was a close one.

Panel Two:
Small Panel: Overpower turns and his face drops.

Panel Three:
Large Panel: Our group is sealed in a large room. In the center is a nest of what 
look like glowing diamond eggs. On the other side of the room are two even 
bigger dinosaurs staring right at them menacingly.

SENATOR:
We’re trapped! What do we do?

Panel Four:
Wide Panel: Overpower, Shiray and Boosa take a fighting stance.

OVERPOWER:
We fight!

CAPTION:
Next issue “Belly of the Beast”
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